
- Subtitle is "Speed is Everything", as every possible mechanic should revolve 
around your speed
- Car driving game more complex than Flickin' but less fiddly than Car Wars
- Can be played with 3" Hot Wheels or 1" Micro Machines, aka have an easily 
scalable mechanic
- Game is D6 based
- Try to be paperless, but maybe have an option to play with a single record sheet
-- Maybe to choose traits or ways to differentiate the cars?
- Meant for ~5-10 cars per side, instead of 1vs1
- When you have 1 car left have some kind of recovery mechanic like you get 2 turns 
with it automatically
- Need to call Turns something else, to not confuse with car terms? Maybe Round?
- Can be played on terrain, messy table, floor, etc.
- Need to scale range measurements to board size and cars
-- Or just have unlimited range?
- Need line of sight blocking rules too, but simplified in their tone (like "can 
you see the car?")

- Set "Speed Interval" of 1-6, each increment being 30km/h, so top speed is 180km/h
- Put D6 by car to note Speed
- Start game by alternating deploying a car and setting it's speed
- Each turn can drive one car
- Get X manuevers based on speed, so 4 at 4 Speed, 1 at 1, etc.
- A maneuver is either straight forward line (car length, so 3" for Hot Wheels) or 
a turn
- Turns are done by putting a 90 degree corner at the back wheel in the direction 
you wish to turn,
  then turning up to 90 degrees. Easy as you can just rotate the 3" straight 
template
- Roll XD6s against Speed to see if maneuever completes (could be a lot of rolling 
each turn?)
-- Alternatively roll XD6s at the start of the turn to see how many maneuvers you 
get instead of a set amount
--- For example 4 Speed roll 4D6 looking for 4+. How do odds scale though?
- Can shoot once per turn, roll a set number of D6s (3 or 4?) looking for Target 
Speed or higher
-- So target has Speed 3, roll 3+ to hit
-- Need 2 successes to destroy? Maybe 6s are criticals and do more? Explode?
--- Or have some kind of knockdown system, like rollover the car and next turn it 
flips then can go Speed 1
--- Or maybe on 1 hit spin the car around, 2 hits roll over, 3 destroy, 4 big 
explosion (radius damage?)
--- Then make it easier to destroy a rolled car? Kind of like Stunned in Mordheim
- Can increase/decrease Speed by 1 at the end of the turn
- Note that Speed 1 means auto-succeed at maneuvers, but are also auto destroyed if 
hit

- Need some way to motivate players to circle each other? Bonus vs back? 1 auto hit 
vs back?
-- Maybe objectives on the ground? Turbo? +1 dice to shoot that turn? etc.
- Need collisions. For 2+ cars just take highest Speed and roll that many D6, set 
3+ hits? Roll individually for each car involved
-- vs terrain roll XD6 for car speed, 3+ hits? Sort of changing the to-hit being 
based on Speed though
-- Or both cars roll off using 1D6+Speed, highest does damage to target? Maybe 
difference in rolls = damage?
-- Maybe loser takes 2 damage, winner takes 1?

DICE Probabilities (from http://anydice.com/program/6272)



Manuever chance of 2 successes
2+ on 2D6 69.44%
3+ on 3D6 74.08%
4+ on 4D6 68.75%
5+ on 5D6 53.91%
6+ on 6D6 26.32%

Manuever chance of 1 success
2+ on 2D6 97.22%
3+ on 3D6 96.30%
4+ on 4D6 93.75%
5+ on 5D6 86.83%
6+ on 6D6 66.51%

Shooting chance X+ on 3D6 see http://anydice.com/program/6274


